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TEMPORAL KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND

REASONING FOR PROJECT PLANNING

GRANT AFOSR-87-0118, FINAL REPORT

Colin E. Bell
Department of Management Sciences

University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242

ABSTRACT. '
""- - ' " ," ,,,, ..,--2 I

4-ra-ve written a working computer program which allows a user (or a different module of
an AI planning program) to specify a set of temporal constraints includin , disjunctive
constraints. In the context of a point-based temporal model, my program has required
several innovative design choices. The program will find a feasible solution to the
constraints if one exists, otherwise it will identify a contradiction. It is especially
appropriate when adding new constraints to currently satisfiable existing constraints. -

The philosophical approach of dependency-directed backtracking is employed. This is
implemented in a way that takes account of my problem's special structure. The program is
particularly successful in certain examples for which chronological backtracking would be
hopelessly inefficient. Other notorious examples require time-consuming search. These
examples reveal important tradeoffs between explicitly storing temporal knowledge and
deriving appropriate temporal knowledge on demand. Particular instances have been
identified where explicit storage is criticai for avoiding expensive search. !
Somewhat independently, I have begun to investigate a novel approach to solving a -.

resource-based project scheduling problem. Although this problem has been investigated ( ;,
by others, I am hopeful that a different approach to it will prove competitive.

1. DISJUNCTIVE TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS.

Enclosed with this report are copies of ,he research paper [Bel187] submitted to Artificial
Intelligence and my previous progress report [Bel1871 submitted to AFOSR on 25
September 1987. The main purpose of my work has been to incorporate explicit disjunctive,.
constraints into a point-based temporal constraint model and to reason with such constraints
to prove whether or not they are satisfiable. A point-based model has a network
representation whose nodes are instants in time and whose arcs are precedence constraints.
An arc I->J of length LU is a constraint that at least LU time units must elapse between the
firing dates of nodes I and J. a

Disjunctive constraints arise in many contexts, but one frequent situation involves the use
of a resource by competing activities in a plan. For example, if you have only one forklift
truck and activities A and B both require it for the entire duration of their execution then
you must impose a disjunctive constraint: "e r the finish of A (FA) must precede the start
of B (SB) or the finish of B (F11 must precede the start of A (SA)". In other words, the
network must contain either an arFA->SB of length 0 or an arc Fr,1->SA ef lergth 0.
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Scheduling problems involving such constraints are notoriously intractable. I have
developed two approaches which I hope will develop into valuable constraint manager
modules of automated Al planning programs. One approach seems appropriate for
situations where the number of disjunctive constraints is small relative to the number of
non-disjunctive (easier to handle) constraints. The other approach is used in situations
dominated by disjunctive constraints. I expect that many Al planning programs would fit
the former category except where they involved a heavy sequencing and scheduling
component. Thus applications to job-shop scheduling might well require the latter
approach.

Let me simply refer to the two approaches as "interaction avoidance" and "resource-based
scheduling" respectively. In interaction avoidance relatively few resource usage conflicts
are expected but appropriate disjunctive constraints must be added when such conflicts are
discovered. In resource-based scheduling it is known in advance that there are a multitude
of resource usage constraints to be satisfied. 'hese two approaches have been addressed
somewhat independently. The next two sections describe progress so far along each of
these two fronts.

2. INTERACTION AVOIDANCE.

The form of disjunctive constraint assumed by my model is motivated by the least-
commitment response to the discovery of protection interval violations in planning. If an
action in a plan is discovered to interfere with the purpose of other actions, then a (typically
disjunctive) additional scheduling constraint must be imposed. At the University of
Edinburgh in 1985, I wrote a module for the planner O-PLAN [Currie85] to discover a
least-commitment response to protection interval violations. My analysis of this situation
led me to believe that an appropriate form for a disjunctive temporal constraint is as a
disjunction of conjunctions of precedence arcs.

Figure 1 of [Bell87] gives a typical situation where an additional disjunctive constraint is
required to respond to a protection interval violation. The appropriate constraint is given
below the network in Figure 1. 1 call a conjunction of arcs a "cluster"; a constraint is thus a
disjunction of clusters. As far as I can tell, mine is the first attempt to explicitly represent
disjunctive temporal constraints in a point-based temporal constraint model. The interval-
based approach of [Allen831 expresses disjunctive constraints but does not allow for
"metric time" (using numerical time units in constraints).

The implementation uses dependency-directed backtracking specialized to take advantage of
the mathematical structure of my constraint model. With this approach to search, one
records additional constraints as "nogood" sets of assumptions. A nogood in my context is
without causing an illegal cycle of non-negative overall length. One contribution of my
work is to develop an efficient methodology for discovering appropriate nogood sets.
When my program signals that there are one or more nogoods to be found, a procedure is
called upon to find those nogoods which are likely to be most p erful in constraining the 

search. My procedure finds (a subset of) all nogoods of minimal cardinality. Nogoods of
low cardinality tend to be the most helpful in further constraining the search space.

Additional contributions come through my choice of strategy for organizing search. Given ----
a current set of constraints, I seek a network representation with (1) enough arcs so that
every constraint has at least one cluster all of whose arcs are present in the network (and
thus the constraint is satisfied) but also (2) few enough arcs that the network contains no
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illegal cycles of non-negative overall length. The search is organized so that (2) is always
maintained while I try to achieve (1).

The user is free to add new (possibly disjunctive) constraints or to retract old ones. Thus
reasoning always takes place in the context of some current set of constraints all of ,hich
must be satisfied. In this context, each a:c can be in any of 4 states: fixedin, in, out,
fixedout corresponding to "the constraints are provably unsatisfiable unless the arc is in the
network", "the arc is currently in the network but we haven't proved that the constraints axe
unsatisfiable without it", "the arc is currently not in the network but we haven't proved that
the constraints are unsatisfiable with the arc in the network", and "the constraints are
provably unsatisfiable unless the arc is not in the network".

When additional constraints are imposed, I am often in a position to reason that certain arcs
which were "in" can be made "fixedin" or that certain arcs which were "out" can be made
"fixedout". When an existing constraint is retracted, support for some of this reasoning
may be removed. Thus retracting a constraint could cause an arc to be reclassified from
"fixedin" ("fixedout") to "in" ("out"). My program manages these reasoning processes.
[Bell87] describes this work.

3. RESOURCE-BASED SCHEDULING.

More recently I turned attention to a class of resource-based scheduling problems
previously attacked by Stinson, Davis, and Khumawala (hereafter "SDK") in [Stinson78].
Although my programming effort is incomplete and I do not yet have computational results
to compare with SDK, my approach appears to be novel and complementary to theirs. The
class of problem attacked is simply described as: find a minimal "makespan" (i.e. overal1
project duration) schedule for a project consisting of a fixed number of inter-related
activities. The activities have known durations and there is a partial order expressing
precedence constraints between them of the form "activityl must be finished before activitvJ
can start". In addition, there are R shared resources with nr units of resource r available.
Each activity uses a known number of units of each resource (for its entire duration). Thus,
additional resource constraints forbid the simultaneous execution of any set of activities
which collectively would require more than nr units of resource r for any r, 1 _ r ! R. We
call a set of activities for which parallel execution is consistent with the precedence
constraints and which together over-consume at least one of the R resources a "resource-
violating set".

Finding a minimal makespan schedule without resource constraints is an easy task. With
resource constraints added, computational complexity is known to increase dramatically.
The SDK approach is a tree search in which any node is a partially-built schedule starting
from time 0. Some subset of the activities have already been assigned a start time consistent
with precedence and resource constraints. The children of any node in this tree represent
extensions of this partial schedule by assigning start times to any feasible non-empty subset
of all not-yet-scheduled activities which are eligible to be executed next. Leaf nodes of this
tree are complete schedules in full detail. Of course, pruning techniques are employed
wherever possible so that the resulting tree does not grow to include ,all feasible schedules.

My approach is to avoid the generation of completely detailed schedules by organizing the
tree search differently. Any node of the search tree is a network representing a partial order
on the set of all tasks. The initial node is simply the original given partial order (ignoring
resource constraints). Any node in the search tree can be viewed as representing a convex
set of detailed schedules each of which satisfy all constraints specified by the partial order
and achieve the minimal makespan allowed by the partial order. To generate the children of
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a given node, I identify a resource-violating set. The children are then new networks each
with one additional arc inserted to "break up" such a resource-violating set. A leaf node of
the resulting search tree is a network which admits no resource violations.

Without having made computational comparisons between my approach and that of SDK, it
is still safe to make some general statements w hich lead me to believe that further
investigation is merited. First, as the number of effective resource constraints decrease
(other properties of the problem being held equal) the resulting SDK tree grows because
any given node is guaranteed to have no fewer children and may have more. On the
contrary, with fewer resource constraints to worry about, the size of tree in my approach
will typically shrink. Thus our two approaches are complementary in a sense. At least
along one important dimension of describing a resource-constrained problem, the SDK
approach gets worse as ours gets better (and vice versa).

An encouraging feature of my approach is the fact that a node of my search tree represents a
large number of possible schedules. Hopefully my final search tree would have fewer leaf
nodes than SDK's since each node in my tree could represent a multitude of individual
schedules which each appeared as individual leaf nodes in the SDK search tree.

4. TANGIBLE RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK.

There is no question that the approach taken to interaction avoidance is very worthwhile in
some problems. It solves certain potentially combinatorially explosive problems quickly
and elegantly (e.g. the example in Figure 2 of [Bell87] for any number of jobs). This
approach has been summarized in [Bell87] submitted to Artificial Intelligence and in a
companion paper [Bel187b] submitted to Manazement Science. The latter paper contains
essentially the same research results but offers more explanation of Al planning to a
management science audience. Both papers are currently under review by the respective
journals; no feedback has been received other than acknowledgement of submission.

I have been asked to organize an invited paper session for the Spring National Joint
Meeting of The Institute of Management Sciences and the Operations Research Society of
America in Washington, DC, 25-27 April. Participants in my session include Drew
McDermott of Yale University and Thomas Dean of Brown University. Both of them will
report on other aspects of knowledge representation and reasoning in AI planning. I will
report on the interaction avoidance phase of my research under AFOSR 87-0118. This talk
and accompanying paper are now being prepared. In addition to [Bell87] and [Bell87b]
these are the mechanisms for disseminating knowledge on progress so far in interaction
avoidance. In the next year of the gr.,tnt, my interaction avoidance research will receive
further attention particularly in improving the control structure of its algorithms. Additional
areas of investigation are spelled out in sections 3 and 4 of the accompanying pregress
report submitted in September 1987.

Al planners generally incorporate !ittle ability to reason about resource constraints. This is
often one of their main weaknesses. It is well-known that many resource-based scheduling
problems are NP-complete. even those which are as easily described as the set of problems
attacked by SDK. I am hopefil that I will be able to test my approach to the SDK problems
on the same numerical exarip!:,- v hich they used. These examples represented a variety of
job-shop, flow-shop, and c.i'r prdxuction scheduling contexts. Although much effort
remains in my research in ihi, ,rc . I have clear immediate plans to experiment with
different control structures for -,CIrL h ,id to test my algorithms on SDK problems. (I am
using just one of their samplc p: ,,. as a test example.)

-~ - - - - - % k,
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1 hope that I can contribute in two ways:

by concluding that there are important classes of problems where my algorithms
perform better than those of SDK and thereby providing results of interest to production
scheduling researchers (perhaps through a paper in a journal such as the International
Journal of Production Research),

a by evaluating the contribution of my algorithm within the context of Al planning
and thereby clarifying resource balancing issues for researchers in that field.

I thus look forward to continuing my work on two fronts: interaction avoidance and
resource-based scheduling.
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